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Abstract

After sketching the various probabilistic accounts of the design in-

ference, including the Bayesian and Dembskian models, I make a stab

at developing, in an admittedly crude form, a non-probabilistic model,

based on a measure of ontological complexity, which, I conjecture, may

more faithfully represent the design inference as found in such classical

texts as Aquinas, Reid and Paley. I discuss the various pluses and mi-

nuses of probabilistic and non-probabilistic models, with reference to one

important test case: inferring design from anthropic coincidences in the

fundamental constants of physics.

1 Introduction

Inferences to design form a large part of the natural workings of the human
mind. Archeology, criminology, cryptography and natural theology, to name
but a few domains, are saturated with such inferences. In fact, in every case
in which we detect intelligent purpose in the actions or effects of other human
beings, we are engaging in an inference to design. The job of a philosophical
logician is to cull from such established practices the lineaments of the norms by
which such inference are governed. As in other branches of theoretical science,
the task of philosophical logic can be defined as the search for a simple and
elegant model that saves the phenomena: one that gives correct answers where
our pre-theoretic intuitions are certain, plausible answers where our intuitions
are uncertain, and, in at least some cases, answers where our intuitions are
silent.

Probability theory provides a simple model of inferences in the face of un-
certainty. More specifically, both Bayesian theory and the classical statistical
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approach of Sir Ronald Fisher provide accounts that are arguably indispensable
in cases in which the hypotheses that are being tested are themselves statistical
in nature: e.g., hypotheses about what percentage of the population supports
the President’s tax cut proposal, about whether smoking is positively correlated
with strokes, and if so, to what degree, or about the probability of a uranium
atom’s decaying in the next twenty years.

However, there are many other cases in which inferences are drawn which
seem to have no essential connection with statistics, and, in these cases, it is
not so obvious that probabilities can provide a useful model. For example, we
might infer that the proper interpretation of Hamlet includes the insight that
Shakespeare fails to provide an objective correlate adequate to the emotions
that Hamlet experiences, or that the pyramids of Giza were built as elaborate
tombs for Egyptian pharaohs. Many inferences to design would appear to fall
into this category: discussions of design in Plato, Aquinas, Thomas Reid or
William Paley make no explicit reference to frequencies or odds.

The probabilist faces two challenges – two lacunae or gaps that must be filled.
First, there is a gap between the qualitative nature of our initial judgments and
the quantitative propositions of the probability calculus. There is an almost
certainly false precision and exactitude being introduced in the transition from
such qualitative judgments as this almost certainly couldn’t have been the result
of mere chance to the probability that this was produced by mere chance is less
than one in 10150. Second, after the probability calculus has finished its work,
there is a complementary gap between the quantitative conclusions of the calcu-
lus, such as the probability of design in this case is greater than 50%, and such
qualitative judgments as we are warranted in inferring design. Does the detour
through probabilities represent a mere unnecessary shuffle, as Wittgenstein said
of G. E. Moore’s appeal to intuition as a special faculty? [13, section 213]

The non-probabilistic model that I will develop could be thought of as a
special case of the inference to the best explanation. More precisely, it is an
instance of inference to the best causal explanation. In fact, if my minimalist
account of intelligent agency is correct, according to which the essence of intel-
ligent agency is its causation of complex intermediaries as means to a relatively
simple end, then the design inference could aptly be described as inference to
the only possible causal explanation.

2 The Nature of Teleology

What is it for something to occur for a purpose? In the last thirty years consid-
erable work has been done on this problem by analytic philosophers, beginning
with the work of Charles Taylor [12] and Larry Wright [14] in the 60’s and
70’s. The Taylor/Wright account of teleological explanation is known as the
aetiological or causal account of teleology. I will give a simplified version of this
account.
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What sort of things have purposes? I shall assume that the bearers of
purpose are particular, concrete events, states, or structured situations (which I
call “situation tokens”, as opposed to abstract, generic kinds of situations, which
I call “situation types”). A situation token t of type A occurring in context C
has the situation-type B as its purpose if and only if:

1. A-situations tend to cause B-situations in context C, and

2. the situation token t was caused, in part, by the fact specified in (1).

This definition brings a causal relation in twice: first, by specifying that the
fact that A-tokens tend to cause B-tokens (in the context C), and second, by
specifying the way in which the particular token t was caused: namely, by a
process involving the first kind of causal connection.

A few examples may help to make the sense of the definition clearer. The
purpose of saying ’please pass the sugar’ is the actual passing of the sugar to
the speaker. In the context of polite, English-speaking company, uttering these
words does tend to cause a sugar-passing event. The fact that this is so is part
of the cause of most utterances of these words. If uttering these words did not
tend to cause the sugar to be passed, we would not utter them nearly so often.
Similarly, the purpose of working in a coal mine, in the context of 19th century
capitalist Britain, was to earn enough money to live. Working in the mine did
tend to cause this result, and it is because it tended to do so that so many
workers went into the mine on a daily basis. Finally, the wings of a sparrow
have as their purpose the sustaining of flight. The wings tend to have this
result, and the fact that they do so is part of the explanation of why sparrows
have wings. Natural selection has stabilized the gene pool of the sparrows to a
wing-producing state because these wings contribute causally to flight.

This definition of purpose makes an essential reference to the origin or causal
history of the token t. For instance, (assuming Darwinism is true) the wings
of the very first flying bird did not have flight as their purpose. In that case,
the wings were the product of an accidental mutation, and their contribution to
the power to flight did not have any causal role in explaining their existence in
this case. Similarly, if a molecule-for-molecule duplicate of myself were to form
by chance in a swamp, the resulting creature would have apparently purposive
organs, but none of the tokens involved would have any purpose.

3 From Teleology to Agency

Is there a connection between teleological purpose and intelligent agency? I
would like to argue that there is a very tight connection: every case of teleological
purpose is a case of intelligent agency. If some state t exists for the purpose B,
then there is some intelligent agent that has B as its purpose and has produced
t to this end.
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The most obvious apparent counter-example to this claim is one that I have
already alluded to: the products of Darwinian natural selection. The instances
of purposiveness in nature produced by natural selection pass the Taylor/Wright
definition of non-accidental purposiveness, and yet, according to Darwinism,
there is no intelligent agent behind the adaptations. Richard Dawkins, for ex-
ample, talks of Nature as the “Blind Watchmaker”, producing well-adapted crea-
tures without any intelligence whatsoever. According to Dawkins, the Watch-
maker is “blind” in the sense of being unconscious, thoughtless, witless and
purposeless.¿

However, what reason do we have to deny intelligent agency, of a kind, to
Nature as Darwinism conceives of her? I don’t mean to challenge the adequacy
of the Darwinian story here but merely to challenge the characterization of
natural selection as unintelligent and purposeless. According to Darwinism,
nature does seem to act for purposes, crafting a world full of a wide variety of
self-sustaining eco-systems. Darwin himself, as well as modern-day Darwinists
like Dawkins and Dennett, could wax very poetic about the wonders of the
designs produced by Nature, which compare very favorably to the best feats of
human engineering. Why deny that Nature is a kind of intelligent agent?

There seem to be several reasons at work here. First, many point out that
Nature consists of nothing but blind, purposeless forces. This is true, but to
conclude that Nature as a whole is purposeless is to commit the fallacy of
composition. Presumably, each of my atoms is unconscious, but this does not
that my body as a whole cannot be the seat of consciousness. Dualists like
Descartes or Aquinas might be in a position to assert that intelligent agency
must consist in something over and above a set of natural, physical processes,
but it would seem that a consistent philosophical naturalist is in no position
to do so. Those who express the most skepticism about the possibility of a
supernatural intelligence are in no position to deny intelligence to Nature, simply
because Nature consists of nothing but physical states and processes, since this
is precisely what these same skeptics believe about human beings. Unless the
naturalist is willing to go so far as to deny that there such a thing as human
agency, he cannot coherently withhold the accolade of intelligence from the
processes of natural selection.

Second, there is the fact that Nature does not have anything like a central
nervous system, and so is not able to coordinate her actions or calculate conse-
quences in advance. This certainly has implications for the kind of intelligence
that Nature has, but it does not seem to demonstrate that Nature has no in-
telligence whatsoever. It is possible to claim that intelligence is associated only
with the peculiar kinds of chemical reactions taking place in the animal brain
(John Searle is famous, or infamous, for advancing such claims), but such claims
beg the central question: how do we know that human beings are intelligent?
If, as Darwinists insist, natural selection is capable of producing artifacts supe-
rior, in many cases, to those of human beings, what could possibly warrant our
attribution of intelligence to human agents while denying it to Nature?
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Finally, it is a central tenet of Darwinism that Nature has no foresight. She
muddles through from one generation to another, progressing only by trial and
error. Again, this would mean that Nature lacks certain mental powers that
we possess, but no effort has been made to show that these particular mental
powers are essential to intelligent agency.

Thus, the dispute between Darwinists and intelligent-design biologists should
not be thought of a debate about whether living things are the products of intel-
ligent agency, but only about what kind of intelligence and power the designer
possesses. According to the Darwinists, the designer lacks the capacity for fore-
sight, is quite limited in its ability to coordinate its actions, and suffers periodic
setbacks due to interference by outside factors (such as asteroid impacts or
changes in solar radiation). The Darwinist believes, not in a blind watchmaker,
but only in an extremely myopic one. In contrast, the creationist believes that
the designer is infinite in intelligence and power. (Obviously, a wide range of
intermediate positions is possible.)

Once the presence of intelligent agency has been confirmed, the most impor-
tant question to ask next is: what degree of foresight does the agent display?
Natural selection displays almost no foresight: its search for preferable alter-
natives is always severely limited to the genotypic neighborhood of existing
populations, and it is able to express a preference only when the new genotype
exhibits an immediate payoff in terms of reproductive fitness. Nature cannot
plan ahead by moving gradually toward some remote goal: an intelligent agent
with considerable foresight may do so. Thus, there are two distinct stages to
the design inference: first, the detection of the presence of genuine purpose (an
all-or-nothing affair), and second, a determination of the foresight displayed in
the case at hand by the intelligent agent (always a matter of degree).

Darwinists claim that the minimal intelligence of natural selection is ade-
quate to the task of explaining the adaptations we observe in the biological
world. We could describe Darwinism as postulating that every living thing lies
on a Darwinian path, a sequence of possible living forms meeting three condi-
tions: (1) the first element of the path is sufficiently simple to come into being
without any exercise of intelligence, (2) each succeeding form would have had (at
the appropriate point in time) a decisive advantage in reproductive fitness over
its predecessor, and (3) the morphological and genetic gap between any adja-
cent pair is sufficiently small as to explainable without recourse to any planning.
Defenders of intelligent design theory (in the strict sense) look for evidence of
the exercise of more foresightful intelligence (comparable to, or even far exceed-
ing, the foresight displayed by human beings). There are four questions to be
asked about the biological world that are pertinent to the issue of the quality
of foresight displayed there:

1. Can we find organisms that do not lie on any possible Darwinian path?
That is, do any of the hypothetical successions involve the introduction
of a complex adaptive mechanism beyond the resources of mere chance?
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(Behe’s examples of apparently irreducible complexity are relevant to this
question.)

2. Can we find organisms that lie on very exceptional Darwinian paths: Dar-
winian paths characterized by remarkable instances of preadaptation, en-
abling them to reach extraordinary levels of complexity and diversity?
(Michael Denton’s recent Nature’s Destiny is full of examples of preadap-
tation strongly suggestive of foresight.)

3. How likely is the realization of even a single Darwinian path, given the
actual laws of physics and chemistry? Even if each step in a Darwinian
chain is not prohibitively improbable, the existence of a long chain of
such events may itself have a probability well below the threshold. To
answer this question, we would have to investigate how many feasible
paths there are and how varied are the physical conditions under which
they can be realized. Evidence about the rarity of earth-like conditions
would be relevant here.

4. How likely is is that the form of physical laws and the values of funda-
mental constants would be of such a kind as to make the existence of
Darwinian paths sufficiently likely? This question concerns the possible
existence of anthropic coincidences that would call for an explanation in
terms of foresight.

Of course, these sources of evidence for foresight are not mutually exclusive.
Foresight might be evident at several levels.

I believe that the main point that I am making — that the real question is not
whether intelligence has been at work, but how foresightful has that intelligence
been — is not a merely verbal one. If the issue concerned whether to admit a
certain kind of cause, namely, intelligent agency, at all, then the Darwinist could
with some plausibility argue that there are methodological grounds for resisting
such an admission. If, in contrast, the issue concerns merely the quality of
the intelligence involved (the precise extent of its power of foresight), then a
methodological prescription becomes much less plausible. If the only question
is just how intelligent has been the agency behind the development of life, then
surely that is a question that can be answered only by consulting the relevant
evidence.

The models of design inference that I will describe in the following sec-
tions will not distinguish between myopic and foresightful intelligence. Hence,
they should be acceptable to Darwinists and intelligent-design biologists alike.
What, then, is the payoff of such design inferences, if the conclusions are to
be interpreted in such a non-controversial manner? There are two reasons why
philosophical non-naturalists should take the problem of warranting intelligent
design seriously. First, the inference to design is a crucial first step in locat-
ing systems that resist Darwinian explanations. Once we have identified an
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instance of intelligent design, we can then apply Behe’s test of irreducibility to
it. If there is no marginally simpler system that performs the same function
reasonably well, then there is no path that a myopic Nature could have taken to
reach the irreducible design. Second, there are many cases, such as the design of
the first self-replicating organism, the laws and constants of physics, the earth,
the solar system, or the Milky Way galaxy, for which Darwinian explanations
in terms of natural selection are unavailable. If we discover significant cases of
intelligent design in such places, we will be forced to infer the existence of a
being with superhuman foresight and power.

4 Varieties of the Design Inference

Our knowledge of teleological connections can be either direct or indirect. If
a particular instance of functionality is mediated by natural selection or by a
designer’s intentions, then we can discover the functionality by discovering the
mediation. If I can demonstrate that a particular organism would not long
survive if a molecule did not have a particular effect, then I can reasonably infer
that the molecule has that effect as one of its functions. Similarly, if I learn that
a competent designer intended the artifact to crush olives, and it does in fact
crush them, and in the way envisaged, then I have learned that crushing olives
is one of its functions.

Indirect knowledge of teleological purpose involves an abductive inference:
inferring the nature of the cause of token t from its internal structure and its
context. We can think of abduction as a kind of inductive inference to the best
explanation: the preferred abductive hypothesis is one which best explains the
observed characteristics of t. Such an abduction is simply a matter of inferring
a simple causal hypothesis from a large and variegated sample of observable
features. Suppose that we find a situation token t whose internal structure
exhibits a large number of factors, A1, A2, . . . , An, each of which, independently
of the others, promotes some effect B. In such a case, it is reasonable to infer
that the presence of each factor Ai was caused by the causal connection between
Ai and B, that is, that each of the Ai’s has a function that is somehow correlated
with B. Unlike the case of direct inference, it is difficult to identify precisely
what the purpose of the Ai’s is: their purpose might be B, or it might be some
situation-type C that is regularly produced by B, or of which B is a regular
by-product, or which has some other, more complex relationship to B.

It is important to recognize that, despite what Daniel Dennett has said about
the “intentional stance,” it is not necessary to discover states that optimally
realize some end. Imperfect functions can be discovered with as much objectivity
and certainty as can optimally designed functions. It is not required that the
various factors that promote some end B do so optimally: all is required is that
there exist a number of separate factors whose existence can be economically
explained by reference to their common effect.
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The crucial question is this: when do we know that the observed features
A1, A2, . . . , An are numerous and varied enough to license the inference to tele-
ological purpose (and, hence, to intelligent agency)? This question very quickly
brings us into the domain of the epistemology of induction, a complex and
highly disputed field. At present, there are several competing theories of induc-
tion, each of which can be applied to the problem of the inference of design.
Many modern epistemologies of induction are probabilistic in nature. I will dis-
cuss two such probabilistic theories: Bayesianism and Fisher-Dembski statistics.
In addition, I would urge that we should take seriously the possibility that a
non-probabilistic account can best account for our epistemological preferences
and practices. I will sketch a non-probabilistic version of design inference that
I call an “Aristotelian” account.

4.1 The Bayesian account

The Bayesian approach to the design inference has been championed by Richard
Swinburne and, more recently, by Robin Collins. The Bayesian treats the ob-
served features A1, A2, . . . , An, which share the property of promoting the effect
B, as evidence that confirms the hypothesis that token t was caused by a pro-
cess that somehow involved the causal connection between the Ai’s and B. This
design hypothesis, H, must be assigned a prior probability, P (H). In addition,
the Bayesian needs two additional probability values: the probability P (E/H),
the probability of the observed evidence conditional on H, and P (E/¬H), the
probability of the evidence conditional on the denial of H, ¬H. These three
probabilities can be used, via Bayes’s theorem, to compute the posterior prob-
ability of the design hypothesis.

Bayesians take a variety of positions on the question of whether there are any
rational constraints on one’s prior probability function. So-called “subjective”
Bayesians (one might also call them “minimalist Bayesians”) hold that there
are no such constraints on the prior. The only requirement of reason is that
one update one’s prior with new evidence by means of Bayes’s theorem. One’s
starting point is entirely underdetermined. A subjective Bayesian could never
assert that the evidence had made the design hypothesis probable absolutely,
for everyone, but only that the evidence has made that hypothesis somewhat
more likely than it was before. Whether its probability ever exceeds one-half
may depend on how low its prior probability was in the first place.

Other Bayesians accept a variety of rational constraints on the prior prob-
ability function. One extreme version of this would be the logical theory of
probability proposed by Rudolf Carnap in his early work. Carnap conjectured
that purely logical considerations could be used to define the uniquely rational
prior probability assignment. Few Bayesians would go that far today. Many,
however, would follow Alvin Plantinga in thinking that considerations about
the proper functioning of the human mind can be used to define, roughly and
with a certain degree of vagueness, a class of rational priors, or a rough order-
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ing of priors as more or less rational. Typically, priors that exhibit a greater
degree of symmetry and smoothness are considered more rational than those
that distribute prior probabilities in a herky-jerky series of peaks and valleys.
A rational prior attempts to implement some sort of principle of indifference,
assigning roughly equal probabilities to similar possibilities.

As applied to the problem of assessing the intelligence involved in the de-
velopment of life, the Bayesian model requires the consideration of a range of
hypothetical agents, each with its own purposes and its own powers of fore-
sight and planning. For an non-Darwinian design hypothesis to be successful,
at least one of these hypothetical agents must have both a non-negligible prior
probability and a significant propensity for producing the kind of adaptations
we observe. The prospects for such a successful design inference are much im-
proved if there are objective values (of beauty, order and variety) that can be
presumed to guide a hypothetical rational agent.

4.2 The Classical Approach

Classical statistics, as developed by Sir Ronald Fisher and recently refined by
William Dembski, is modeled on the falsification procedure proposed by Sir
Karl Popper. A rule is proposed for when we should treat a hypothesis as to
be rejected on the basis of the observed evidence. This is a generalization of
deductive falsification: rejecting a hypothesis when one of its deductive conse-
quences has been shown to be false. A deductively falsified theory cannot be
true (assuming that the observed contrary result is veridical). Analogously, the
defender of the classical statistical model argues that we should reject a the-
ory when some event is observed that is, according to that same theory, highly
improbable. How improbable should the event be before we can legitimately
reject the theory? Dembski has proposed that the event should be so unlikely
(assuming the theory to be true) that the probability that such an event should
occur even once in the entire history of the physical universe is below one-half.
This standard corresponds to something greater than one chance in ten to the
150th power (since no event, even a subatomic one, could recur more often than
ten to the 150th power times).

In the case of the design inference, the hypothesis whose rejection we are
considering is the negation of the design hypothesis. That is, we are considering
whether we should reject the hypothesis that the observed situation token t was
caused by some process that did not involve any causal connection between the
Ai’s and any common effect.

Thus, both the Bayesians and the classical statisticians agree that the prob-
ability P (E/¬H) (where H is the design hypothesis) must be computable and
must be very low. The two differ in that the classicist does not think that the
other two probabilities, the prior probability of the design hypothesis, and the
predictability of the observed data from the design hypothesis, are at all rele-
vant. This means that it is in general easier for the classicist to tell whether,
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by his lights, a particular design inference is warranted.
The principal advantage of the Bayesian approach is that it rests on an un-

controversial result of probability theory, Bayes’s theorem. There are a number
of arguments that support reasoning in accordance with the standard probabil-
ity calculus, on pain of a kind of inconsistency analogous to logical inconsistency.
However, the application of Bayesian reasoning to real scientific problems is not
without its own problems. In particular, the problem of old evidence (using
data that has already been collected to support a new conjecture) has never
been given a fully satisfactory solution in purely Bayesian terms (see for exam-
ple, John Earman’s discussion of this problem [6]).

In addition, the claim that Bayesian inferences rest directly on a formal
result of the probability calculus is somewhat overstated. It is a result of the
probability calculus that Pr(H/E) should be calculated according to Bayes’s
Theorem; however, this does not imply that the posterior probability of H,
after observing E, should be equivalent to the prior conditional probability
Pr(H/E). Bayesians implicitly assume that diachronic consistency (consistency
through time) is all-important, yet surely Emerson was right when he described
such rigid diachronic consistency as the “hobgoblin of small minds”. A certain
degree of diachronic consistency is certainly a virtue (its absence being the vice
of flightiness), but a willingness to undergo quite radical changes of mind is
also a virtue. The Bayesian stands willing to alter his degrees of belief, but
only by, in effect, conditionalizing on a new set of available total evidence; he
is never willing to consider that his initial estimates of conditional likelihoods
might have been in error. But there are clearly situations in which it would
be reasonable, upon observing some E to which one had given a vanishingly
small prior probability, to revise that estimate of E’s likelihood, rather than to
rigidly insist on conditionalizing on E, no matter how drastic the consequences
of doing so.

The most common fault that many Bayesians, such as Elliott Sober et al.
[7] find with such classical statistical approaches as Dembski’s is the absence of
an a priori proof that the statistical test (in Dembski’s case, the specified com-
plexity test or, more informally, the explanatory filter) is rationally undeniable.
(Robin Collins [2] alludes to this objection, but without committing himself to
its soundness.) Sober et al. point out that there is no inconsistency in refusing
to rule out chance when Dembski’s conditions are met. This objection miscon-
ceives the nature of Dembski’s project. Dembski takes it as a given that we do
reasonably infer design in cases like the Caputo ballot fraud. His project is to
replace an informal and somewhat unclear criterion (warranted attribution of
design) with a precise, mathematically defined one (specified complexity). The
evidence for the correctness of Dembski’s epistemological theory is essentially
inductive: he argues that his mathematical criterion agrees in extension with the
informal one in all clear cases. What Dembski has done (as well as what Fisher
tried to do) is analogous to what Alonzo Church did to the informal notion of
“computability”. Church proposed, in his celebrated “Church’s thesis”, that
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the computable functions are exactly the recursive functions (where this latter
notion can be defined precisely). There is no way to prove that Church’s thesis
is correct, but (nearly?) everyone in the field of computation accepts it, because
it turns out to match our intuitions so well, and it was eventually proved that a
number of other proposed definitions of computability were logically equivalent
to Church’s.1

The classical statistical approach comes in a variety of versions, depending on
how rigorously empirical a view one takes of the probability judgment involved.
A “rationalist” version of the classical model would allow the judgment of the
improbability the no-design hypothesis to be based on non-empirical, aprioristic
grounds. For instance, in the case of the anthropic coincidences, a rationalist
might argue that it is reasonable to assign a very low probability to a narrow,
anthropic range of values of some constant, on the grounds that the appropriate
probability assignment to use should be smooth and symmetrical. In contrast,
an “empiricist” version of the classical model would insist that any judgment
of probability or improbability be based upon observed frequencies. Since we
cannot observe a multitude of alternative configurations of the fundamental
constants of physics, we have no basis for assigning any probability to any
range of values.

The rationalist might respond that even the Humean empiricist must make
use of some aprioristic assumptions based on considerations of symmetry and
smoothness. The empiricist must license extrapolations from observed frequen-
cies in order to reach the hypothesis rejection region. These extrapolations
depend on strong independence assumptions that cannot themselves be verified
empirically but must instead be justified on a priori grounds. Consider, for
example, the empiricist argument against the undirected origin of life. Sure
enough, we have empirical data about the likelihood of various chemical reac-
tions occurring naturally — the spontaneous formation of chains of peptides and
of amino acids, for example. But how do we get from those observed frequencies
to an estimate of the probability of biogenesis? To perform the extrapolation
and get the requisite extraordinarily small likelihoods, we have to make some
very strong independence assumptions. A defender of spontaneous biogenesis
might reply that since we know that biogenesis happened at least once in the
history of earth, we have sufficient reason to disbelieve those independence as-
sumptions. Any counter-argument to this claim will depend on an appeal to a
priori considerations.

Dembski’s model of the design inference includes one element in addition to
Dembski’s refinement of Fisher’s classical model: the requirement of specifica-
tion. Dembski defines the specification of an event in terms of the computational

1In fact, both Sober et al. and Collins also offer intuitive counterexamples to Dembski’s
claim that his model matches our pre-theoretic intuitions, in addition to their complaint of
the absence of an a priori argument for the soundness of Dembski’s inference pattern. Some of
their counterexamples I do not find very persuasive, and others can be neutralized by means
of the suggested repair to Dembski’s account that I recommend below.
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resources needed to characterize the event. An event warrants the inferring of
design when it meets the dual condition of specified complexity: its probability
must be sufficiently low (complexity), and the computational resources needed
to define the event must fall below a certain level (λ). Although Dembski pro-
vides a principled answer to the question of where to set the improbability
threshold (viz., so low that such an event has a less than one-half chance of
occurring even once in the history of the world), he provides no such principled
basis for selecting the computational threshold λ. However, I think he does
provide a way of avoiding this problem: the consideration of the specificational
completion of an event E.

Suppose that an event E can be specified by computational resources of
measure λ but cannot be specified with resources of any lower measure. Suppose
that the probability of the occurrence of E even once in the history of the world
is r. We can then define the specificational completion of E, EΩ, as the sum (or
disjunction) of all events E′ meeting two conditions: (i) the probability of E′ is
less than or equal to r (that is, less than or equal to the probability of E), and
(ii) E′ can be specified by resources of measure λ or less. The probability of
EΩ will be greater than that of E, but still quite small, if both the probability
and the measure of specificational resources associated with E are quite small.
If the probability of EΩ is itself so low that there is less than a one-half chance
that such an event should occur even once in the history of the world, then a
design inference is triggered. Note that this version of Dembski’s filter makes
no reference to any fixed measure of computational resources.

By way of illustration, consider two poker hands: a royal flush (in spades),
and a hand consisting of a four and Jack of diamonds, a seven of clubs, a Queen
of hearts, and a ten of spades. The two hands are equally unlikely, but, given
the rules of poker, the second hand requires far more specificational resources.
There are only a handful of hands that can be specified as economically as a royal
flush; hence, the specificational completion of the royal flush is still extremely
unlikely. In contrast, almost any possible hand (each as unlikely as these two)
can be specified using the resources needed to specify the second hand. Hence,
the specificational completion of the second hand has a probability of nearly
one. Thus, by applying the improbability test to the specificational completion
of an event yields an intuitively successful criterion for inferring design.

Granting, for the sake of argument, that Dembski’s model provides a good fit
to our intuitive judgments about the conditions of warranted design inference,
can we provide any explanation for its success in light of the Taylor/Wright
definition of teleology and the teleological account of agency given in sections 2
and 3? Is there any connection between specified complexity (the improbability
of an event’s specificational completion) and teleology? I conjecture that there
is. An event can be specified in many ways, but three are especially prominent:
by means of its causes, by means of its intrinsic structure, and by means of its
effects. In most cases, if an event can be specified with few resources in terms
of either its causes or its internal structure, it will not be an extremely unlikely
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event. An event with simple causes or with simple internal constitution is an
event that has a fairly high prior probability, given the essential connection
between simplicity and prior probability. Thus, in general, an event will have
specified complexity only when it is specified in terms of its effects.

An event with a simple effect but with quite complex causes and internal
structure can be improbable to any possible degree. Since agency is (by defi-
nition) that which orders complex events to a fixed effect, it is quite possible
to have a simple effect combined with a complex cause, and for the complex
cause to be highly improbable in the absence of a teleological explanation (since
teleology is the only alternative to sheer coincidence in such a case).

The examples Dembski discusses can all be made to fit this conjecture of the
necessity of teleological specification. Caputo’s series of ballot constructions is
specified because in nearly every case, the order of names he chose promoted
a single effect: the victory of the Democratic candidate. A royal flush is dis-
tinguished within poker by virtue of its characteristic effect: a win by whoever
holds the hand. Even a case like the signal detected in the movie and novel Con-
tact, namely, a series of blips counting out the first one hundred prime numbers
in order, can be thought of as characterized in terms of its effect: the triggering
of a recognition event in the mind of a mathematically literate observer.

4.3 An Ontological Approach: The Aristotelian Diamond

The task of constructing a model of the inference to design is, as I have argued,
an essentially inductive, a posteriori one. A successful model is one that agrees
with our epistemological intuitions in clear cases of warranted and unwarranted
inferences to design. It is unreasonable to demand of any model of design
inference that it be able to provide an a priori proof of its own reliability, of
a kind that would satisfy, for example, a Cartesian or Humean skeptic. I will
assume that the refutation of inductive (or, more broadly, inferential) skepticism
is not among our aspirations. We should be content with the more modest
achievement of discovering a plausible and useful generalization underlying our
ordinary epistemological judgments.

If our goal is to formulate the criteria for reasonable or warranted inference
to design, there is no good reason to assume that probability must enter into
our account at all. If introducing probability is useful, well and good, but if it
merely introduces a “useless shuffle” (as Wittgenstein once described appeals to
“intuition”), then we would do well to consider non-probabilistic accounts seri-
ously. Certainly, human beings have made warranted inferences to design long
before the mathematical laws of probability were formulated with any precision
or accuracy. Classic examples of design inference, such as those of Aristotle,
Aquinas, Reid or Paley, involved no explicit appeals to probability.

In light of the discussion above about the connection between teleology and
specified complexity, a simplification of Dembski’s filter suggests itself. Instead
of talking about the improbability of the specificational completion of an ob-
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served event, we could instead focus merely on the intrinsic or ontological com-
plexity of a cause in contrast to the relative simplicity of its effect. In many
cases, our only grounds for attributing a low probability to an event is its high
degree of organizational complexity. We derive a low probability value by mul-
tiplying together some presumed probability of the occurrence of each part of
the complex structure, implicitly assuming that the relevant probabilities are
mutually independent. As I mentioned above, it is typically very difficult to
verify such independence assumptions empirically. Hence, the introduction of
probabilities involves a kind of unnecessary detour through the a priori. Rather
than speculatively introducing an unverifiable probability judgment, we could
ground a warranted design inference directly in the underlying facts about the
ontological complexity of the cause.

A non-probabilistic model of the design inference could be diagrammed by
means of a diamond. We observe the top half of the diamond: a simple effect
(the top apex of the diamond) causally explained by a complex cause (the span
of the diamond at its greatest width). In order to explain the correlation of the
parts of the complex cause needed to produce the simple effect, we postulate a
prior simple cause, the action of an intelligent agent (represented by the bottom
half of the diamond).

This design inference is strongly analogous to the rule of causal inference
proposed by the positivistic philosopher Hans Reichenbach. Reichenbach argued
that whenever we observe a projectible correlation between distinct events, we
should always attribute the correlation to the action of a common cause. In
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the case of a design inference, we are seeking the cause of a single, particular
configuration of fact (a situation-token), rather than a repeatable statistical
correlation (as was Reichenbach). However, when the observed situation-token
exhibits a sufficient number of features that are ordered to a single, simple effect,
we have something essentially equivalent to a projectible correlation, and the
principle behind Reichenbach’s rule applies.

To make this Aristotelian model precise, two things are needed: first, a
mathematically rigorous account of the relevant causal relation, and second, a
useful measure of ontological complexity. The model of causal explanation that
I developed in Realism Regained can serve the first purpose. The causal rela-
tion we need in this application is a version of what I called causal explanation.
Causal explanation is a relation between two facts, where a fact is composed of
two parts: a situation-token s, and a situation type φ that actually character-
izes the internal structure of s. In Realism Regained, I defined the relation of
causal explanation � in terms of a set of modal or stochastic relations (such as
necessitation or conditional objective chance). [8]

All that is required to complete the model is an account of the measure
of ontological complexity. This should be a measure that applies to situation-
types (to types of the internal structures of situations). A simple type should
always be given a non-zero measure, and the measure of the conjunction of two
strongly independent types should be the sum of the measures of the conjuncts.
In Appendix A, I propose a few additional axioms for the theory of this measure.

If such a measure µ can be sufficiently characterized, we can define the
Aristotelian conception of warranted inference to design as follows:

A fact 〈s, φ〉 warrants an inference to design just in case there exists a fact 〈t, ψ〉
meeting these two conditions:

1. (〈s, φ〉� 〈t, ψ〉), and there exists no token s′ identical to or a part of s and
no type χ of such a kind that: both (i) µ(χ) < µ(φ) and (ii) (〈s′, χ〉�〈t, ψ〉);

2. µ(φ) − µ(ψ) > b;

where b is some critical value, determined inductively by surveying clearly war-
ranted and clearly unwarranted design inferences.

If a design inference is warranted, the Aristotelian model also provides a
measure of the degree of intelligence displayed in the design. (This isn’t the same
thing as the degree of foresight involved, which instead concerns the possible
paths by which the agent could have arrived at the present instance of design.)
If the difference between µ(φ) and µ(ψ) exceeds the critical value b, then we
can take the former, the complexity of the cause, φ, to measure the degree of
intelligence displayed.

As I argued above, I think it is plausible to suppose that any case that
survives Dembski’s filter will also trigger a design inference using the Aristotelian
diamond. However, is the converse true? Is there a danger that the Aristotelian
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diamond is too permissive, countenancing design inferences that are clear cases
of false positives? Couldn’t we imagine cases of simple effect with complex
causes, where we would have no suspicions that design is involved?

For example, consider the case of a brown leaf that is blown off a tree by
an autumnal breeze. The effect is clearly a simple one – the detachment of a
leaf from its stem – and the cause is arguably quite complex, since the breeze
consists of the individual movements of millions of air molecules.

The Aristotelian diamond requires that, once we have identified a concrete
situation-token s that causes an effect t bearing an ontologically simple structure
ψ, we find the ontologically simplest property φ realized by s that is sufficient to
count as a causal explanation of t’s bearing type ψ. The ontological complexity
of the critical property φ is doubly constrained: first, by the requirement that
it be casually relevant to the effect ψ, and second, by the requirement that it be
the simplest causally relevant property. In the case of the breeze and the falling
leaf, the ontologically simplest property of the breeze causally responsible for
the leaf’s detachment will presumably involve the breeze’s transmission of some
quantum of momentum to the leaf. This property is not especially complex.
In order to explain the detachment of the leaf, we do not have to give an
extraordinarily fine-grained characterization of the breeze: in particular, we do
not have to give an accounting of the individual trajectories of each and every
molecule. If such a detailed accounting really were necessary, as, for example,
in a hypothetical case in which the breeze causes just those movements of the
tumblers of a lock that are needed to open it, then we would have a case calling
for some kind of intelligent agency.

Suppose that we find a case in which a single effect is overdetermined by a
large number of separate, simultaneous causes, as, for instance, the death of the
prisoner is overdetermined by a volley of bullets from the squad of executioners.
When we have several facts 〈s1, φ1〉 . . . 〈sn, φn〉 that are pairwise disjoint (no
two tokens share a common part) and unordered causally (no token is causally
prior or posterior to another), if each situation-token is sufficient to explain
causally some simple effect 〈t, ψ〉, then we can, when assessing the situation as
warrant for a design inference, compare the difference between the sum of the
complexities of the causes, Σn

1σ(φi), and the complexity of the effect, σ(ψ), with
the critical value b.

These cases of overdetermination (including cases of failsafe redundancy) are
the source of considerable confusion about the extent of irreducible complexity
(in Behe’s sense). Some conclude that the system 〈s1, φ1〉 . . . 〈sn, φn〉 is not
irreducibly complex, since any one of the components can produce the effect
ψ in the absence of the others. But this betrays a profound misunderstand-
ing of the significance of Behe’s notion. An aggregate of separate irreducibly
complex systems, each promoting the same ultimate function, provides more,
and not less, evidence for design. The condition of irreducibility is intended to
exclude two kinds of components: those that are irrelevant to the effect, and
those that could have been superadded by microevolution to a simpler but still
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functional subsystem. It is not surprising to find multiple redundancies in de-
signed systems: such redundancies are only prudent, when the end in question
is important enough (such as the end of survival). The additional complexity
involved in the addition of independent, redundant systems is directly relevant
to the attribution of design.

5 Case Study: The Anthropic Coincidences

The anthropic coincidences in the fundamental constants, coincidences, some-
times involving apparent fine-tuning of these values, necessary for the formation
of stars, heavy elements, organic compounds, and, presumably, life itself, pro-
vides a case in which an inference to design seems compelling to many physicists
and philosophers. I will examine the application to this problem of two of the
models described above: the Dembski/Fisher model, and the Aristotelian, onto-
logical model. The Bayesian approach has already been applied to the anthropic
coincidences by Swinburne and Collins, among others. In any case, the central
issue that I will address in applying the Dembski/Fisher model would be equally
relevant to a discussion of the Bayesian model, since both depend on the as-
signment of extremely low probability to the observed, anthropic values, in the
absence of their intentional design.

5.1 Applying the Probabilistic Model

To apply the probabilistic model to the phenomena of anthropic coincidences
two things are needed: a space of possible universes, each point in the space
representing a unique assignment of values to the fundamental constants, and a
probability function (or set of such functions), defined over regions of this space.
A subjectivist could use as the relevant probability function one that represents
his own subjective degrees of belief. At the opposite extreme, a believer in
logical probability can also make do with a single probability function, the
function representing the uniquely rational assignment of prior probabilities.
For probabilists between these two extremes, a more or less vaguely defined set
of rational probability functions would be required.

Where a set of prior functions is involved, the design function would be
triggered whenever the anthropic values of the constant are, conditional on the
non-existence of a designer, sufficiently improbable on all of the permissible
probability functions. For simplicity’s sake, I will assume that we can choose a
single probability function as sufficiently typical.

In the simplest version of the anthropic argument, we consider the region B
of the space of possible configurations of the fundamental constants that permit
the existence of some kind of life. If the value of Pr(B) falls below the critical
value, say one in ten to the 150th power, then the design inference is triggered.
This version of the argument is vulnerable to the exotic universe objection. It
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is arguable that we tend to seriously underestimate the extent of the region B
by failing to imagine universes in which the fundamental constants take values
quite different from those in our universe but still capable of supporting life,
even life as we know it. The simulations that currently support the claim of
fine-tuning all involve making small changes in the value of one constant, while
leaving the values of the other constants unchanged. This means that we are in
effect searching only a small neighborhood of the actual world.

The exotic world problem can be met by what John Leslie [9] has called the
Fly on the Wall response. Leslie imagines a wall which is nearly covered by flies,
so the probability of a bullet’s hitting a fly, when shot at the wall, is quite how.
However, in reality, a bullet is fired and hits a single fly that is entirely isolated,
the only fly in a relatively large fly-free region of the otherwise-fly-infested wall.
Leslie suggests, plausibly, that this event is one suggestive of design. Although
the probability of hitting a fly is not low, the probability of hitting a fly in the
almost fly-free region in which the fly was hit is extremely low. Let N be a
natural neighborhood of the actual world, a region of the possibility space that
includes the actual world and which is not defined in a highly gerrymandered or
adventitious matter. If the conditional probability Pr(B/N) is extremely low,
the this second version of the anthropic argument is triggered.

This second version is, in turn, vulnerable to the exotic life problem. The
skeptic can argue that we seriously underestimate the extent of B due to our lack
of imagination, our inability to imagine all of the forms of life radically different
from the forms of life familiar to us in the actual world. For example, there
could be, for all we know, possible life forms consisting entirely of neutrinos,
dark matter, patterns of energy with neutron stars, or any of an indefinite
number of physical environments that are little understood. These exotic forms
of life might well exist in possible worlds in which the values of the fundamental
constants make our familiar, carbon-and-water-based life untenable.

The obvious response to the exotic life problem leads us to the third version
of the anthropic argument. Instead of looking at B, we can instead consider
the region C, the region of the possibility space that makes possible, not just
life in any form, but specifically the kind of life with which we are familiar:
carbon-based, aqueous life occurring on a planet. We can ignore the possibility
of exotic life and confidently evaluate the probability of Pr(C/N). This version
of the argument has the advantage of being entirely local in character: we have
to consider only universes similar to the actual universe, and only forms of life
similar to actual life.

However, although it may be clear that Pr(C/N) is extremely low, we must
still consider what Dembski labels the specification problem. Is C specified?
Clearly, more computational resources are needed to define C than are needed
in defining B, since more is needed to specify carbon-based, planetary life than
is needed to specify mere life itself.

As I suggested above, the most perspicuous way of solving the specification
problem is to consider the specification completion of C, CΩ. If the probability
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Pr(CΩ/N) is extremely low, a design inference is warranted. Although this
solves the specification problem, it resurrects the exotic life problem, since in
estimating the extent of the region CΩ, we must consider all forms of life that
meet two conditions: they can be specified with resources no greater than those
needed to specify C, and the conditional probability of the subregion of N
permitting these forms of life is no greater than Pr(C/N).

In order to solve both the exotic life problem and the specification problem
simultaneously, we must find another way of estimating Pr(CΩ/N). To perform
such an estimation, we need some kind of measure of the degree of specification
involved in defining C — the greater the resources involved in the specification,
the greater the estimated probability of the specificational completion CΩ. Let
ρ(E/A) be a function indicating the number of atomic resources needed to
specify event E, given the resources needed to specify event A. (The function
ρ will be an example of what Dembski called a complexity measure in Chapter
4 of The Design Inference.) Thus, ρ(C/N) gives us a measure of the resources
needed to specify C.

In order to estimate the probability of CΩ given N , we must first estimate
the maximum number of events that can be specified (relative to N) by means
of resources not exceeding ρ(C/N). If we assume that each element in ρ(C/N)
consists in a choice of one or the other of a pair of alternatives (i.e., essentially
a bit of information), then we can estimate the number of possible resource-
bounded specifications as 2ρ(C/N). Next, we must consider the maximum possi-
ble probability value of each alternative specification. Any specification whose
probability is greater than Pr(C/N) is automatically excluded from CΩ, so this
is the greatest relevant value. The probability of CΩ is greatest if all of the
alternative specifications are mutually exclusive, in which case its probability is
simply the sum of the probabilities of the individual specifications. Thus, we
can set the following as a firm upper bound on the probability Pr(CΩ/N):

Pr(CΩ/N) ≤ Pr(C/N) · 2ρ(C/N)

If this value is less than the critical probability of one-half,2 then the in-
ference to design is warranted. Thus, all three problems, the exotic universe
problem, the exotic life problem, and the specification problem can be solved
simultaneously.

However, one critical problem remains: the subjectivity problem. Are there
sufficient constraints on a rational prior to guarantee that the probability of the
set of anthropic values is sufficiently low? Since we cannot observe a sample of
universes that would result in the absence of design, we cannot use any empirical

2In the case of the anthropic coincidences, the replicational resources consist of only one
universe, the actual one. Hence, the critical value of 10150 that Dembski mentions in The

Design Inference is not the appropriate one, since that value represents the upper bound on the
number of possible physical events within the universe. Since the replicational resources are
in the case of the anthropic coincidences are minimal, the critical value is one-half. (Thanks
to Lydia McGrew for pointing this out to me.)
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data to help calibrate these probabilities. Are aesthetic considerations, such as
symmetry and smoothness, powerful enough to yield a determinate answer?3

In many cases, the anthropic coincidences involve a ratio between the strength
of two forces, such as the electromagnetic and the strong nuclear forces. In such
cases, it would seem that the ratio could have, in principle, taken any value,
from −∞ to ∞. The smoothest and most symmetrical possible prior probabil-
ity function would assign an infinitesimal value to any finite range of values for
this ratio. (Such infinitesimal values can be modeled by means of non-standard
analysis, building on the work of Abraham Robinson in the 1960’s.) However,
such a prior, although intuitively attractive, poses a major problem. A non-
standard, infinitesimal-valued prior makes it too easy for the design inference to
be warranted: whenever the anthropic values lie within a finite range, no matter
how large, the probability of the anthropic range will be infinitesimal and the
design inference will be maximally warranted. This kind of non-standard prior
makes the impressive fine-tuning of many of the values totally irrelevant. That
would seem to be a counter-intuitive result.4

If, instead, we limit ourselves to probability functions with standard, finite
real numbers as values, we face another embarrassment of riches: a bewilder-
ing variety of possible probability functions, some of which underwrite a design
inference, and some of which do not. The probabilist is not without recourse,
however: he can quite plausibly claim that in many cases the anthropic values
are so narrowly constrained that any reasonable prior will assign them astro-
nomically low probabilities. Still, it would be nice to be able to say more than
I know them when I see them in response to the question Which possible priors
are reasonable?

If there is an way to provide a principled basis for the construction of such
priors, it must have to do with the inherent structure of the fundamental con-
stants involved. This means that we must analyze the ontological complexity
of the coincidences and use this complexity as the ground for prior probability
judgment. This raises the question of whether a non-probabilistic model might
capture the right conditions for warranted design inference without the detour
through probability theory.

5.2 Applying the Ontological Model

Using the upper bound we found for the probability of the specificational com-
pletion of C, the anthropic coincidences needed for carbon-based life, that we
discovered in the previous section, consider again the critical inequality:

Pr(C/N) · 2ρ(C/N) <
1

2
3My awareness of the gravity of this problem is due to an extended correspondence (by

email) with Timothy and Lydia McGrew and Eric Vestrup. See their forthcoming article in
Mind. [10]

4This objection was also posed to me by Vestrup and the McGrews.
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If we apply the function − log2 to both sides, the result is this:

− log2(Pr(C/N)) − ρ(C/N) > 1

If we take − log2(Pr(C/N)) as an estimate of the ontological complexity of
the anthropic coincidences, and ρ(C/N) as a measure of the ontological com-
plexity of the effect of these coincidences, viz., the existence of carbon-based,
aqueous life, then we have an instance of an Aristotelian diamond. The design
inference is warranted whenever there is a gap between the complexity of the
cause and the complexity of the effect.

This suggests that we look for a more direct measure of the ontological
complexity of the anthropic coincidences than − log2(Pr(C/N)), which makes
the inference vulnerable to the subjectivity problem discussed in the last section.
One might think, however, that the anthropic coincidences do not offer much
a prospect for such an ontological complexity. In evaluating the ontological
complexity of a flagellum or a blood clotting mechanism, we would seem to
have some obvious starting points: parts that need to have certain intrinsic
features and certain kinds of relationships one to another. In what does the
ontological complexity of, say, the ratio between the electromagnetic force and
the strong nuclear force consist?

In order to give an ontological analysis of such a thing as the strength of a
force, we will need to take into account the existence of things known as tropes.
A trope is a particular instance of a property: it is not a universal, but it is also
not a self-subsistent subject or substance (to use the technical term). Tropes
inhere in or are predicated of substances, but no trope inheres in more than
one subject. For example, paleness is a property or universal, but, if Socrates is
pale, then Socrates’ paleness would be an example of a trope. This trope does
not and could not exist on its own, yet it is really distinct from Socrates himself.
Socrates is a substance — Socrates’ paleness is not; Socrates’ paleness inheres
in Socrates — Socrates does not inhere in himself.

Tropes can come in a variety of intensities: Socrates might become more or
less pale. The paleness of Socrates might be measurable in some way. How can
we understand the ontological bases of these varying intensities? A common
scholastic answer is to assume that the trope of Socrates’ paleness at any given
time has a number of parts, parts which are themselves tropes of paleness. The
‘more’ such parts, in some sense, the paler Socrates becomes.

There are at least two ways of thinking about wholes and parts, and these two
ways can be applied to the case of tropes. The first way is the atomistic one: the
world consists of atomic parts that cannot (in any sense whatsoever) be further
subdivided. An atomic theory of the parts of tropes would posit the existence
of atomic micro-tropes. Any given trope — say, the particular intensity of
electrical charge in a typical electron — would consist of a determinate number
of these atomic micro-tropes. The anthropic balance between the strengths
of the electromagnetic force and the strong nuclear force, for example, would
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consist in the appropriate number of atomic force-tropes being present in each
case.

The second approach to parts and wholes is that of infinite divisibility (a
position associated most often with Aristotle). In this view, wholes are onto-
logically prior to parts: a part comes about by applying some kind of division
or limitation operation to a prior whole. In applying this view to the case of
force tropes, we would posit some maximum of absolute, unlimited force (Ω),
and we could see some particular force intensity as consisting in the addition
to an absolutely indeterminate or indefinite force (whose magnitude can take
any value between 0 and Ω) of a determinate number of acts of definition or
delimitation. The more acts of delimitation needed to reach a particular range
of intensity, the greater the ontological complexity. Thus, on this view, it is very
weak intensities of force that are the most complex, while strong intensities are
relatively simple.

Is it possible to estimate, in any particular case, how many atomic tropes
or how many acts of limitation are involved? There are, I think, a number
of promising strategies. One approach is to use the anthropic coincidences
themselves to put upper bounds on the size of the atoms, or lower bounds on
the size of the Unlimited. Suppose that the ratio between two forces, F and G,
is constrained anthropically to lie within the range r ± r

q (typically with r ≥ 1

and q > 1). In the case of the atomic theory, we can be confident that the
atomic tropes are no larger than the lesser of the two forces, F . This entails
that the complexity of the greater force, G, is at least r − r

q and that of F is
at least one. In addition, in order for the fine-tuning to be possible, the atomic

tropes can be no larger than 2µ(G)
q , which puts the complexity of the greater

force G at a minimum of q
2 − 1 and that of F at a minimum of qµ(F )

2µ(G) − 1. Thus,

the complexity of the coincidence increases as either r (the absolute value of the
ratio) or q (the degree of fine-tuning involved) increases.

When we turn to the infinite-divisibility model, we can take the magnitude
of the larger force, G, to put a lower bound on the magnitude of the maximum
possible force intensity. The indeterminacy of the range 〈0, µ(G)〉 of values of F

must be narrowed to a range whose width is r(q2
−1)

2q · µ(G). Each delimitation
will, on average, halve the width of the permitted range. Hence, the complexity

of the smaller force, F , must be at least log2(
r(q2

−1)
q ) − 1, which, for large

values of q, is approximately equal to log2(rq). Again, the complexity of the
coincidence increases as both r and q increase.

Alternatively, we can estimate the ontological complexity of these force mag-
nitudes by using what we know of physics to suggest the magnitude of atomic
tropes (on the atomic account) or the magnitude of the maximum possible force
(on the infinite-divisibility account). For example, if we use the three funda-
mental constants c, the velocity of light in a vacuum, h, Planck’s constant, and
G, Newton’s gravitational constant, we can define natural units of time, length,
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energy and force. The natural unit of length, 10−35 meters, is approximately
the diameter of fundamental particles, like quarks or electrons. The fundamen-
tal unit of time, 10−44 seconds is also extremely small. However, the natural
unit of energy or mass, Planck’s mass, is quite large, approximately 1018 times
larger than the mass of a neutron. The natural unit of force is also quite large,
1048 gm

sec2 . Thus, an atomic theory of space, time and fundamental particles
seems attractive, while the infinite-divisibility account would seem more plausi-
ble in the case of mass-energy or force.

In some cases, the anthropic coincidences take a somewhat simpler form.
Let’s call the form discussed above alpha fine tuning: fine-tuning in which some
dimensionless ratio between two fundamental constants is constrained to lie
within the interval r ± r

q , with both q and (r − r
q ) greater than one. In other

cases, which I will call beta fine-tuning, a dimensionless ratio of this kind is
constrained to be greater than some lower bound rb. Thus, the ratio is bounded
from below, but not from above. For beta fine-tuning to yield a significant
degree of ontological complexity, the lower bound rb must be quite large.

There is a third kind of fine-tuning, gamma fine-tuning. This is a higher-
order kind of fine-tuning, in which there are two dimensionless ratios r and
r′, each representing a ration between two fundamental constants. In gamma
fine-tuning, the two ratios are both quite large and yet each is constrained to
lie within a few orders of magnitude of the other. This relationship could be
represented by means of logarithms:

| log(r) − log(r′)| < b

with b much smaller than either log(r) or log(r′). A case such as this is discussed
by Paul Davies in The Accidental Universe [4, pp. 69-70], based on some work
by Brandon Carter. (See also Barrow and Tipler [1, pp. 339-340].) Davies re-
ports that the ratio between the gravitational coupling constant and the twelfth
power of the electromagnetic coupling constant must lie within a few orders of
magnitude of the fourth power of the ratio between the mass of the electron and
the mass of the proton:

αG

α12
≈ (

me

mp
)4

Each ratio is in the neighborhood of 2.5×1013, and these two large numbers
must vary from one another by no more than a single power of ten if stars are to
form. This gamma fine-tuning raises some challenging, and heretofore unasked,
questions about the degree of ontological complexity needed to satisfy such a
relationship. For this reason, I am postponing consideration of such gamma
fine-tuning to future work and will focus in this paper exclusively on alpha and
beta fine-tuning.

The example of the fine-tuning of the gravitational and electromagnetic con-
stants raises another complication, whose unraveling will have to wait: namely,
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anthropic ratios in which, not the constants themselves, but constants raised
to various powers are compared. In the example above, it is the ratio between
the gravitational constant and the twelfth power of the electromagnetic coupling
constant that was relevant.

Once we have an estimate of the complexity of each anthropic coincidence,
we can, assuming that the coincidences are mutually independent, simply add
the complexities together to obtain a measure of the complexity of the cause
of the existence of carbon and planetary systems. All that remains is to work
out an estimate of the complexity of both carbon and star-planet systems. One
could also estimate the complexity of life, that is, the complexity of the generic
form of life (something like the capacity for self-realization), not the complexity
of the actual realizations of life in specific living organisms. However, from the
perspective of the Aristotelian diamond, unlike that of the Bayesian perspec-
tive, there is no need to include in the effect some value that an agent might be
expected to prefer. Thus, we can focus instead on the existence of carbon and
planetary systems alone. We are not imagining that it is the existence of carbon
or of planets that constitutes an (or even the) ultimate purpose of the hypoth-
esized intelligent agent. The Aristotelian diamond detects the presence of telic,
goal-directed activity: it does not, by itself, identify the goal (in this respect, it
resembles Dembski’s filter, rather than a Bayesian inference). Presumably, the
existence of carbon and of planetary systems are either constituents or prox-
imate by-products of that ultimate purpose, or proximate means toward the
realization of that goal. It seems a reasonable conjecture that the ultimate pur-
pose of the existence of carbon and planetary systems is the production of life of
the sort found on the Earth. However, it is not necessary that we estimate the
complexity of that ultimate end (even in its broad, generic outlines): it is suffi-
cient for us to measure the complexity of the proximate means. The ontological
constitution of both carbon and that of star-planet systems are arguably quite
simple. It would be reasonable to suppose that the gap in complexity between
the anthropic coincidences and the constitution of these effects is great enough
to license an inference to design.

To make this discussion more concrete, let’s turn to some of the specific
anthropic coincidences as found in the works of Barrow and Tipler [1], Paul
Davies [4][5], Hugh Ross [11], and John Leslie [9].

The atomistic approach consistently yields a higher estimate of the ontolog-
ical complexity of the coincidences, ranging from a low of three (in the case of
the three spatial dimensions) to a maximum of 10120, in the case of the cosmo-
logical constant. However, although the infinite-divisibility model is quite a bit
more conservative, we still end up with a total complexity (from just this list
of eleven coincidences) of over eight hundred. We must compare these numbers
with the complexity of the effect of the coincidences: the existence of carbon
and planetary systems.

On the atomistic model, the constituents of carbon would lie in the range
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Anthropic
Coincidence

r ± r
q , or rb r − r

q + 1 q
2 + q

2r Max

Cosmic density [1,
pp. 410–411]

1 ± 10−56 1 − 10−56 1056 1056

Cosmological
constant [1, p. 413]

10120 10120 NA 10120

Electromagnetic/
gravitational forces
[9, p. 39]

1035 NA NA 1035

Strong/ electromag-
netic forces [9, p. 35]

105 ± 105

50 9.8 × 104 25 9.8 × 104

Proton/electron
mass [1, p. 336]

1403 1403 NA 1403

Proton/electron
charge [3, p. 62]

1 ± 10−10 1 − 10−10 1010 1010

Dimensions of space
[3, pp. 94-98]

3 3 3

Metric signature + + +− 4 4
Ground
state of 14C/(sum of
8Be and 4He) [11,
pp. 126–127]

1 ± 1
25 0.96 25 25

Number
of protons/electrons
[11, p. 123]

1 ± 10−37 1 − 10−37 1037 1037

Sum 1010 ∼ 10120

Table 1: Complexity of Anthropic Coincidences: Atomistic Model
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Anthropic Coincidence r ± r
q , or rb log2(rq), or log2(rb)

Cosmic density 1 ± 10−56 187
Cosmological constant 10−120 399
Electromagnetic/ gravitational forces 1035 117

Weak/strong nuclear forces 1017 ± 1017

10 34

Strong/electromagnetic forces 105 ± 105

50 19
Proton/electron mass 1403 11
Proton/electron charge 1 ± 10−10 34
Dimensions of space 3 2
Metric signature + + +− 4
Ground state of 14C/(sum of 8Be and
4He

1 ± 1
25 3

Number of protons/electrons 1 ± 10−37 123
Sum 933

Table 2: Complexity of Anthropic Coincidences: Infinite Divisibility Model

of twelve (the number of protons and neutrons in a typical carbon atom) to
forty-two (the number of quarks and electrons). For each constituent, two or
three facts should be sufficient (identifying the type of particle and its location,
either in the nucleus or in the surrounding orbits), yielding a total complexity
of between twenty-four and 126. The complexity of a simple planetary system
could be measured by the number of earth-masses needed to compose the mass
of the sun, plus the number of earth-diameters of distance between the earth
and the sun, for a total of about 340,000. We don’t need to measure the actual
number of atomic tropes present in the construction of a planetary system:
we can treat the complexity of the earth-like planet as a given and measure the
complexity of the whole system using planetary dimensions of mass and distance
as the relevant units, just as, in measuring the complexity of an instance of fine-
tuning, we could use the intensity of the weaker force as the relevant unit in
measuring the complexity of the stronger one.

To determine the complexity of carbon on the infinite-divisibility model,
we would have to consider how many possible elements we must start with. I
will assume that any elements larger than number 256 will be too unstable to
constitute a significant part of any possible universe. Whittling 256 down to one
(namely, carbon) requires eight binary divisions. Secondly, the specification of
a planetary system would require at least log2(340, 000), or nineteen, divisions.

Even in the case of the conservative model, we still have a gap of over nine
hundred between the complexity of the cause and that of the effect. This is
surely great enough to warrant an inference to design.
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Attribute Atomistic Model Infinite-divisibility Model
Carbon 12-42 8
Planetary system 339,400 19
Sum 340,000 27

Table 3: Complexity of the Generic Form of Life

6 Conclusion

The ontological-complexity account of the design inference holds one very im-
portant advantage over either of the probabilistic accounts: it is immune to the
unknown law of nature gambit, that is much favored by naturalistic opponents to
design. Both of the probabilistic versions require us to start with the judgment
that the relevant phenomena are of such a kind to have a very low probability,
in the absence of an intelligent designer. This involves using our present knowl-
edge of the laws of nature (and of other relevant necessities and possibilities,
such as those of logic and mathematics) to estimate the improbability of some
observed phenomenon. The opponent to design can always respond by insisting
that we posit some new law of nature with the effect of raising the probability of
the phenomenon. Indeed, they can do so quite reasonably, since this is what is
done in science all the time. If existing laws assign a vanishingly low probability
to an observed phenomenon, it makes sense to supplement or revise our set of
deterministic and stochastic laws to accommodate the new phenomenon.

From the point of view of the ontological-complexity account, such attempts
to posit new laws or mechanisms in nature that raise the probability of the
apparently telic phenomenon are to be encouraged, and, even if thoroughly
successful, they will in no way diminish our warrant to infer design. Such
investigations in the order of efficient causality merely represent an attempt to
fill out our knowledge of the lower half of the Aristotelian diamond. They do
nothing to alter the geometrical structure of the diamond, since they do not
force any revision of our estimate of the complexity either of the apex or of the
transversal.

For example, if we discover that all of the anthropic coincidences in the
fundamental constants and initial conditions of the universe were explainable in
terms of some simple and elegant unified theory, this would raise the probability
of the observed coincidences, but it would in no way diminish our warrant in
inferring that the coincidences were the product of design, since it would not
lower our estimate of the internal ontological complexity of the coincidences by
even the smallest amount. We should conclude, instead, that either the structure
of the world described by the new unified theory is itself intelligent, or that it is
an instrument purposely constructed by some other, still more intelligent agent.

Are probabilities then entirely irrelevant to the issue of when the design in-
ference is warranted? They are not directly relevant, but they may be indirectly
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so: they are relevant, not to the design inference itself, but to possible rebuttals
or (as contemporary epistemologists put it) defeaters of the design inference.
The Aristotelian diamond provides us with only a presumption in favor of de-
sign. (When the ontological gap is wide, it can provide us with a very strong
presumption.) However, this presumption is defeasible or rebuttable. If the
opponent of design can give us good reason to believe that a false appearance of
design is, in a particular case, especially likely, then the inference to design can
be blocked successfully.

For example, suppose that we applied the Aristotelian diamond model to
the earth, the sun, and the rest of the solar system and found that the system
was apparently designed to make possible the existence of abundant oxygen,
nitrogen and liquid water on the earth’s surface. This would give us good prima
facie reason for believing that the earth’s system was designed by an intelligent
agent whose purposes were somehow associated with these conditions on the
earth’s surface. However, such an inference could, in principle, be vulnerable to
a version of the so-called Weak Anthropic Principle, or, as I prefer, to an appeal
to observer selection. One might argue that scientific observers are likely to exist
only in earth-like conditions, and that there are so many stars in the universe
that it is not unlikely that an earth-like environment might come into being
somewhere in the cosmos. Since we can only observe conditions compatible
with the existence of observers, we could explain away the apparent design of
our local conditions in this way.

Of course, this rebuttal is itself only presumptive. It can itself be successfully
rebutted or defeated. If it turns out that earth-like systems are so special that it
is unlikely that even one such system would come about by chance in the entire
known universe, then the appeal to observer selection would be defeated.

The crucial thing to grasp is that it is the critic of design who must make
use of estimates of probability. The burden is on the skeptic to provide good
rational or empirical grounds for believing that the false appearance of design
is not unlikely under actual conditions. Design skeptics, in common with other
skeptics from antiquity to the modern day, attempt an illegitimate shift in the
burden of proof. The skeptic attempts to rebut a successful design inference
by merely raising the possibility that the appearance of design may be illusory,
challenging the defender of the inference to prove a negative — to prove that the
skeptical scenarios could not have happened. The appropriate response to such
skeptical challenges is to place the burden of proof where it belongs: the skeptic
must provide substantial and specific grounds for doubting the soundness of the
design inference in the particular case in question. As Wittgenstein pointed out,
doubt requires good grounds, just as belief itself does.

There is another, closely related advantage to the ontological-complexity ac-
count of the design inference. The probabilistic accounts require that, before
we proceed to even considering an inference to design, we must first establish
that the observed phenomenon is contingent, not a matter of necessity. This
is explicitly a node in Dembski’s filter, and it is implicit in any probabilistic
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account, since what is believed to be true of necessity must be assigned a prob-
ability of one. However, it is quite easy to imagine scenarios in which evidence
for design can be, in and of itself, compelling evidence for the contingency of
what had, heretofore, been believed to have been necessary. For example, in the
postscript of Carl Sagan’s novel Contact, Sagan imagines a scenario in which
the decimal expansion (to be more precise, the expansion in base eleven) of the
number π is discovered to contain an encrypted graphics file, containing volu-
minous information about the structure and evolution of the cosmos. If we were
to discover such a thing, we would have compelling reason to conclude that the
number π, which we have always assumed to take the value it does as a matter
of necessity, is in fact an artifact that has been constructed for a communicative
purpose, and artifacts are contingent, not necessary. Similarly, the anthropic
coincidences are, in and of themselves, compelling evidence that the fundamen-
tal physical constants and initial conditions of the universe are artifacts, and
hence contingent.

To end on an irenic note, I would like to point out that, even if one utterly
rejects my claim that probabilities are dispensable in this context, the kind of
ontological-complexity analysis that I sketch above might still be useful. In par-
ticular, such analysis might play an essential role in the principled construction
of the probability assignments required by both the Bayesian and the classical-
statistical models. The a priori probability of a situation of a given type ought
to be an exponentially decreasing function of the type’s ontological complex-
ity. Where the observed phenomenon is quite complex, we have good grounds
for assigning it a low probability (in the absence of a designer), as both the
Bayesian and classical-statistical approaches require. If the apparent purpose of
the phenomenon is quite simple, this provides grounds for assigning a relatively
high probability to this purpose’s actually being the purpose of a hypothesized
designer (that is, for assigning the result a high likelihood, conditional on the
hypothesis of a designer, as the Bayesian approach requires).

A Axiomatizing Ontological Complexity

In order to characterize a measure of the ontological complexity of situation-
types, we must first define two logical-consequence relations between two such
types. First, we must define when one type logically entails another, represented
by φ |= ψ:

Definition A.1 (Logical Consequence) φ |= ψ if and only if, for every
situation-token s, if s |= φ (i.e., φ is an internal type supported by s, then
s |= ψ).

Next, we will extend this equivalence relation to a new family of forms,
|=k (where k is any natural number) which includes the relation between the
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actualization of one type by a token and the actualization of a second type by
k disjoint parts of the first token:

Definition A.2 (Extended Logical Consequence) φ |=k ψ if and only if,
for every situation-token s, if s |= ψ, then there exist k token s1 . . . sk of such a
kind that, for each i, si v s (i.e., si is a part of s) and si |= ψ, and, for each i
and j such that i 6= j, ¬(si © sj) (i.e, si and sj have no part in common).

We can use extended logical consequence to define a relation of strong logical
independence between two types:

Definition A.3 (Strong Logical Independence) Types φ and ψ are strongly
logically independent if and only if for every type χ and numbers k and m, if
φ |=k χ and ψ |=m χ, then (φ&ψ) |=k+m χ.

Now we can lay down a set of axioms for the ontological measure function
µ:

Axiom A.1 For all types φ, µ(φ) ≥ 1.

Axiom A.2 If φ and ψ are strongly logically independent, then µ(φ&ψ) =
µ(φ) + µ(ψ).

Axiom A.3 If φ |=k ψ, then µ(φ) ≥ k · µ(ψ).
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